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Kinetics and chemomechanical properties of the F 1-ATPase
molecular motor
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~Received 3 September 2002; accepted 25 February 2003!

F1-ATPase hydrolyzes ATP into ADP and Pi and converts chemical energy into mechanical rotation
with exceptionally high efficiency. This energy-transducing molecular motor increasingly attracts
interest for its unique cellular functions and promising application in nanobiotechnology. To better
understand the chemomechanics of rotation and loading dynamics of F1-ATPase, we propose a
computational model based on enzyme kinetics and Langevin dynamics. We show that the torsional
energy and stepwise rotation can be regulated by a series of near-equilibrium reactions when
nucleotides bind or unbind, as well as characterized by an effective ‘‘ratchet’’ drag coefficient and
a fitting chemomechanic coefficient. For the case of driving an actin filament, the theoretical
load-rotation profile is analyzed and comparison with experimental data indicates reasonable
agreement. The chemomechanics described in this work is of fundamental importance to all
ATP-fueled motor proteins. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1568083#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular motors is a generic term for a group of pr
teins that generate cellular forces and motion by transdu
chemical synthesis or hydrolysis energy into mechanical
ergy. In recent years, various motor proteins have been
covered and harnessed for the purpose of single mole
manipulation and nanobiotechnology.1,2 There are mechani
cally two broad types of motor proteins: linear motors a
rotary motors. Linear motors may include myosin~dragging
and rowing to contract muscle!,3,4 kinesin ~walking hand-
over-hand along microtubules!,4,5 and RNA polymerase o
helicase~crawling to transcript gene codes!,6,7 etc. Examples
of rotary motors are flagellar~propelling bacteria through th
viscous cell!8,9 and the enzyme ATP synthase (F1Fo-ATPase,
rotating while transducing energy from hydrolysis/synthe
of ATP molecules!.10–17 All molecular motors are powere
either by the hydrolysis or synthesis of nucleotides@e.g., ad-
enosine triphosphate~ATP!#, or by an electrochemical poten
tial difference across the cytoplasmic membrane.

The F1Fo-ATPase molecular motor possesses both ty
of driving forces. It synthesizes ATP from adenosine diph
phate~ADP! and inorganic phosphate~Pi! at the F1 domain
at the expense of protons from the Fo domain. Alternatively,
when operating in the reverse, it hydrolyzes ATP into AD
and Pi at F1 and releases energy. Coupling with the conv
sion of chemical energy, rotary mechanical torque is p
duced at F1 domains in both cases.10,11,15,16It is believed that
proton transport and the synthesis of ATP by the holoenzy
are mechanically cooperative.11,17 The energy conversion
mechanism in F1Fo-ATPase represents a delicate blend
electrical-to-mechanical-to-chemical energy operations.
lated F1 is able to catalyze ATP hydrolysis but not net AT
synthesis. Thus individual F1-ATPase can also work inde
pendently as a motor, rotating the central ‘‘shaft’’ prote
against surrounding subdomain proteins when ATP is hyd
9890021-9606/2003/118(21)/9890/9/$20.00
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lyzed. Recently, F1-ATPase was explored as a possib
means of propulsion for a nanomachine that is driven tota
by biological power and has an exceptionally high chem
mechanical coefficient.14,18–21

To better understand the operating mechanism and ro
dynamics of F1Fo-ATPase, various theoretical approach
have been used, such as microscopic modelling of the c
pling of two driving-forces,22–25and atomistic simulation us
ing molecular dynamics methods.26,27 For example, the
model of Wang and Oster22,23 provides a physically base
answer to the rotational dynamics of F1-ATPase. It is a con-
tinuous model based on a system of coupled Fokker–Pla
equations with an artificial energy landscape for the mo
system. Their work gave arguably the best physical und
standing of the dynamic mechanism of F1-ATPase to date.
However, they ignored the biochemical details related to
ATP hydrolysis reactions. On the other hand, Pankeet al.24

determined a set of enzyme kinetic rates for ATPase,
gave only very rough results for the dynamical behavior
the motor system. In contrast to Wang and Oster22,23 and
Panke et al.,24 this work aims to establish a link from
molecular-scale chemical hydrolysis reactions to microsc
mechanical motion of the F1-ATPase molecular motor, an
design a general simulation approach for the chemomec
ics of such motor proteins. We propose a computatio
model based on enzyme kinetics and rotary Langevin
namics, and regulate the energy transduction and step
rotation of F1-ATPase by a series of near-equilibrium rea
tions when nucleotides bind or unbind. To validate t
model, we investigate the case of the F1-ATPase motor driv-
ing an actin filament, and analyze the theoretical loa
rotation profile against some existing experimental resu
The kinetics and chemomechanics described in this wor
useful in furthering our understanding of ATP-fueled mot
proteins.
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY OF THE KINETICS AND
CHEMOMECHANICS OF THE F1-ATPase MOTOR

A. The mechanism of rotation of F 1Fo-ATPase

Walkeret al.15,17,28revealed the stoichiometric structure
of F1Fo-ATPase, as shown in Fig. 1~a top-view of
F1-ATPase): threea, threeb, and oneg, d, « chain of pro-
teins comprise the F1 domain; onea, two b, 9 or 12c chains
of proteins form the Fo domain. The F1 and Fo domains are
linked by a central stalk composed ofg, d, « protein chains.
Atomic-resolution structure studies suggest that thea3 and
b3 subunits form a hexamer and thegd« subunits act as a
shaft of rotation against the hexamer. For a typi
F1Fo-ATPase molecular motor~such as yeast mitochondrial!,
the dimensions are about 12 nm wide and 22 nm high~the F1

domain has a height of about 14 nm!.15 It is found that three
alternative sites on the hexagon formed by subunits (ab)3

are catalytic-active and responsible for the AT
hydrolysis/synthesis.10,11,17 Amongst the six subdomain
~threea and threeb subunits! in F1 , three nucleotide sites o
b subunits take the main responsibility for the nucleot
catalysis. These three sites either bind or unbind with A
ADP or inorganic P molecules or are empty, depending
their respective positions relative to the concave, neutra
convex sides of the shaftg subunit.

The rotation of F1Fo-ATPase was first reported by Dun
can et al.29 and Sabbertet al.,12,13 and the most compelling
evidence was provided by the experiments of Nojiet al.18–20

With a physiologically-cloned F1-ATPase motor, Noji
et al.18 visibly demonstrated the ATP-driven rotary mech
nism with an actin filament~typically 1–2mm! attached as a
fluorescent tag on one end of theg subunit. They revealed
that the rotation is three-stepped, with stepwise (120°
step! transitions between three symmetrically spaced ang

FIG. 1. A top-view of structures of the F1-ATPase molecular motor. The si
large subunits (ab)3 form a hexamer that holds a spinning central sha
subunits ofg ~«d are not marked!. Inset is a side-view of F1Fo-ATP synthase
of yeast mitochondria~ref: Protein Data Bank 1QO1!.
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resting positions ofg relative to (ab)3 . All these experi-
ments, plus the structures revealed by Walkeret al.,15,28 fur-
ther verified the hydrolysis/synthesis mechanism propo
by Boyer.10,11,30 Currently the commonly accepte
mechanism10,11,16,17of F1Fo-ATPase features:

~1! The catalytic nucleotide binding sites at three~ab! pairs
work in a cooperative way: while one site binds, the ne
one hydrolyzes ATP, and the third one intakes/relea
the hydrolysis/synthesis products;

~2! The sequential conformational changes in (ab)3 induce
the rotary torque between the hexamer (ab)3 and the
stalk g-«, and therefore makes the motor rotate ste
wisely;

~3! The Fo-portion of F1Fo-ATPase probably also function
as a stepper motor when ion flow is pumped up the ch
nel and the electrochemical energy is transferred fr
the Fo portion into the F1 portion, or vice versa.

In addition, the motor motions are bathed in constant Brow
ian fluctuations. Some works revealed that a structu
‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism~that can rectify Brownian motion! oc-
curs at the central ‘‘shaft’’~gd«! subunits when rotating
against surrounding subdomain proteins.45

The mechanism, as illustrated in Fig. 2, suggests t
three catalytic sites of (ab)3 exist in different conformation
states at any given moment. Each possible conformation
a different bound nucleotide, thus the motor subunits
inherently asymmetric. On average, one site is bound w
ATP, the second with ADP or ADP.Pi, and the third is enz
matically inactive, i.e., empty. The third site works for th
exchange of substrates, i.e., ATP or ADP and Pi, with
environment. There is a cooperative coupling between
subunits via an indirect coupling mechanism that drives
quential structural conformations. This turns out to be a
tation of theg subunit, which caused the further catalyt

,

FIG. 2. Asymmetrical binding change mechanism of the hydrolysis
F1-ATPase proposed by Boyer~Refs. 10, 11, 30! ~courtesy of The Nobel
Foundation, 1997!. Following counterclockwise, ABC represents a full cyc
of F1-ATPase hydrolyzing ATP into ADP and Pi, meanwhile producing e
ergy. Sections denoted (abT), (abL), and (abO) refer to the conforma-
tional tight-binding, loose-binding, and open states of~ab! pairs, respec-
tively.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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binding changes at (ab)3 subunits. This requires interactio
of three (ab)3 sites with high cooperativity.

B. Kinetic modeling of hydrolysis reactions
in F1-APTase

To model the kinetics and chemomechanics of
F1-ATPase molecular motor, we have two major tasks: on
to solve the enzyme kinetics of ATP hydrolysis and the ot
is to link this hydrolysis kinetics with chemomechanic
transduction and mechanical rotation.

We assume that the multisite hydrolysis at three (ab)3

catalytic binding subunits are biochemically equal, and
ATP hydrolysis reaction is under steady-state conditio
Therefore, the cycles of hydrolysis reactions in F1-ATPase
could be regarded as a threefold near-equilibrium proc
with the reaction sequence,

MMO1ATP�
k21

k1

MM.ADP.Pi, ~1a!

MM.ADP.Pi�
k22

k2

MMO1ATP1Pi, ~1b!

where MMO refers to the bound-free state of the ATPa
molecular motor.k1 , k21 , andk2 , k22 refer to the forward
and backward reaction rate constants, respectively.

It is essential to consider the binding change mechan
and multisite cooperativity for ATP hydrolysis in F1-ATPase.
Based on the Boyer mechanism,10,11,30Fig. 2 presents a sche
matic diagram of the binding changes of F1-ATPase in a
hydrolysis cycle of ATP. The catalysis multisites are noted
abTB , abLB , and abopen, where the open~O! site has a
very low affinity for substrates of ATP, ADP or Pi and
catalytically inactive; a loosely bound~LB! site has loosely
bound substrates and is catalytically inactive; and a tigh
bound~TB! site has tightly bound substrates and is catal
cally active. Three~ab! sites interact in a cooperative ma
ner in each hydrolysis cycle as the central stalkg subunit
rotates relative to them sequentially. While one site bin
the next one hydrolyzes ATP, and the third one releases
hydrolysis products.

Accordingly, the following criteria are set up to mod
the catalytic hydrolysis in F1-ATPase:
,

s
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~1! At a given moment, each pairedab subunit is in an
alternating conformational state, being noted as O, L
and TB sites. In cycles of hydrolysis, three~ab! pairs
synchronize to undergo conformational changes in
highly cooperative way.

~2! The rotation of subunitsgd« relative to the (ab)3 hex-
amer, via cooperative interactions among the cataly
sites, drives each binding site to repeat from O→TB
→LB→O. Coupled with the TB→LB transition, ATP is
hydrolyzed into ADP and Pi, or reversibly for synthes
Simultaneously with ATPase completing its cataly
cycle in a threefold repetition,gd« subunits rotate step
wisely.

~3! There is a competition of chemical reaction equilibriu
between ATP hydrolysis and ATP synthesis. F
F1-ATPase under stand-alone conditions, the overall
action should favor ATP hydrolysis.

~4! Chemomechanically, F1-ATPase converts the chemica
energy from hydrolysis into continuous rotational ener
with a certain efficiency.

To take into account that the unbinding and release
ADP and Pi are in the sequence of Pi first followed by AD
a complete enzymatic cycle at each~ab! pair in F1-ATPase
would follow the pathway of,16,17

MMO

1ATP �
k2ATP

k1ATP

MMT.ATP�
ksyn

khyd

MML.ADP.Pi�
k1Pi

k2Pi

MML.ADP

1Pi �
k1ADP

k2ADP

MMO1ADP1Pi, ~2!

kATP , k2ATP refer to the rate constants of association a
dissociation of ATP molecules to the motor~or namely, the
rate of binding to or unbinding from enzymatic-active sit
of the motor protein!. The same definition applies forkADP,
k2ADP andkPi , k2Pi . khyd, ksyn refers to the binding chang
rate constants of ATP hydrolysis and synthesis.

Under the steady-state assumption, we interpret
whole cycle of Eq.~2! by a series of fast equilibrium reac
tions,
PO1PATP1PADP.Pi1PADP51,
kATP•@ATP#•PO1ksyn•PADP.Pi2~khyd1k2ATP!•PATP50,
khyd•PATP1kPi•@Pi#•PADP2~ksyn1k2Pi!•PADP.Pi50,
k2Pi•PADP.Pi1kADP•@ADP#•Popen2~kPi•@Pi#1k2ADP!•PADP50,
k2ATP•PATP1k2ADP•PADP2~kATP•@ATP#1kADP•@ADP# !•PO50,

~3!
e

lly
where@ATP#, @ADP#, and@Pi# are the concentrations of ATP
ADP, and Pi, respectively.PO , PATP , PADP.Pi, andPADP are
the probability of the states when different pairs of (ab)3 are
either empty or occupied by ATP, ADP.Pi or ADP molecule
 ,

respectively~as illustrated in Fig. 2 and described in th
above criteria!. Here we assume that the F1-ATPase motor is
bathed in water and ATP, ADP, and Pi molecules are fu
dissolved in solution. Equation~3! is a translation of Eq.~2!
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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in steady-state cycles, which is justified by the fact that
rotational motion and the chemical reaction steps are rep
edly coupled.

From Eq. ~2!, the overall reaction rate of catalytic hy
drolysis can be calculated by

R5khydPATP2ksynPADP•Pi . ~4!

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~4! gives the overall hydrolysis
reaction rate of F1-ATPase as,

R5~2k2ATPksynkADP@ADP#kPi@Pi#

1k2ADPk2PikhydkATP@ATP# !/~k2ADPk2Pikhyd

1~khydk2Pi1k2ATPk2Pi1k2ATPksyn1~k2ATP1ksyn

1kADP!kPi@Pi# !kADP@ADP#1khyd~k2ADP1k2Pi

1kPi@Pi# !kATP@ATP#1~k2ADPk2Pi1k2ADPksyn

1ksynkPi@Pi# !~k2ATP1kATP@ATP# !…. ~5!

Given a physiological condition, such as the concentrati
of ATP, ADP, and Pi, the steady kinetics of F1-ATPase will
obey the above equations and the overall hydrolysis rat
computable via Eq.~5!. It should be noted that the same ra
constants are used for the different@ATP#, @ADP#, and @Pi#
conditions.

In the limit of small product concentration, synthesis c
be neglected and the overall reaction rate of Eq.~5! becomes,

R5k2ADPk2PikhydkATP@ATP#/~k2ADPk2Pikhyd

1k2ATPk2ADPk2Pi1k2ATPk2ADPksyn1~khydk2ADP

1khydk2Pi1k2ADPk2Pi1k2ADPksyn!kATP@ATP# !.

~6!

This is the format of so-called Michaelis–Menten kinetics31

R5Rmax@ATP#/(Km1@ATP#), with now a Michaelis con-
stant of

Km5
k2ADPk2Pikhyd1k2ATPk2ADPk2Pi1k2ATPk2ADPksyn

~khydk2ADP1khydk2Pi1k2ADPk2Pi1k2ADPksyn!kATP

moles per liter.

C. Chemomechanics of the rotary motion
of F1-APTase

How is the chemical energy from ATP hydrolysis co
verted into rotational motion in the F1-ATPase motor? The
ultimate answer to this question depends on whether
chemical potential energy landscape is precisely kno
While this is not known to date, a good approximation
important. To reveal the chemomechanics and rotary
namic behavior of F1-ATPase, a system of the F1-ATPase
motor driving a load could be treated as an ensemble
polymeric proteins rotating while floating in a solvent ba
The energetics of such a system basically consists of c
lytic hydrolysis, mechanical rotation, external forces, a
constant Brownian fluctuation of the whole system in a th
mal bath. In such a case, one could model it by rotary Lan
vin dynamics.
Downloaded 15 Jun 2010 to 136.186.72.210. Redistribution subject to AI
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A master equation of Langevin dynamics of a rotati
F1-ATPase motor can be written as,22,23,32

v5
du

dt
û,

dL

dt
5tmm1text2zv1tB~ t !, ~7!

wherev is the angular velocity andu the mechanical posi-
tion ~with rotation only occurring in the x–y plane!, L
5I "v is the angular momentum of the system, andI is the
moment of inertia tensor;tmm is the torque generated d
rectly from the hydrolysis reactions at corresponding fun
tional subunits of the F1 motor, tmm52 @]U(u)/]u#, and
U(u) is the corresponding chemical potential energy at
sition u of the molecular motor. It is expected that the m
lecular motor will switch between a series ofU(u) when it
rotates and undergoes continuous conformational chan
text is the torque on a load applied by an external force~if
any!; zv is the torque via frictional drag in a viscous m
dium, with z the drag coefficient of the load against the m
dia; tB is the Brownian motion term due to therm
fluctuation-dissipation of the acting subunits of F1-ATPase
and its loading.

Given that the very fast Langevin relaxation time,I /z , is
approximately 2310212 s for the case of F1 driving an actin
filament, a steady state approximation implies that the m
ment of inertia is constant and the angular momentum sho
be conserved, i.e.,

K dL

dt L
t

[0,K dL

dt L
u

[z rv̄,

^tB~ t !&[0,̂ tB~0!tB~ t !&[2kBTzd~ t !, ~8!

whered(t) is the Diracd-function and the fluctuating torqu
is represented by Gaussian white noise. To account for
‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism occurring at central stalk subun
when they rotate against surrounding subdomains, we
sume that the average angular momentum at any given
is in effect a constant drag torque,z rv̄. Here a fitting con-
stant,z r , is introduced as the effective ‘‘ratchet’’ drag coe
ficient. This ‘‘ratchet’’ Brownian mechanism at the rotatin
subunits of the motor will keep it spinning unidirectional
~for detailed discussions, see Sec. III C!.

If the chemical potential energy landscapeU(u) and the
binding sites occupation vs the position are precisely kno
the rotary dynamics of the F1-ATPase motor~when driving a
load! can be precisely described by Eqs.~7! and ~8!. How-
ever, an approximation has to be made to implement
Langevin dynamics, given that no such landscape has b
determined for any motor proteins to date. For examp
Wang and Oster22,23adopted a hypothetical potential and st
tistically averaged a collection of probability densities v
the equations of continuity. For simplicity we assume that
the chemical energy of hydrolysis is convertible into m
chanical energy ~via conformational changes of th
a3b3gd« complex!, and finally turned into workable torqu
between thegd« and (ab)3 subunits.

When an F1-ATPase motor works steadily~such as when
it drives an actin filament!, it was demonstrated that a
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 15 Jun
TABLE I. The kinetic parameters for simulation of the F1-ATPase molecular motor.

Rate constantsa of substrate
association and dissociation
~indicated by2!:

kATP52.083106 M21 s21

kADP58.903106 M21 s21

kPi58.103105 M21 s21

k2ATP52.703102 s21

k2ADP54.903102 s21

k2Pi52.033103 s21

Rate constantsa of binding
changes of ATP hydrolysis
and synthesis

khyd54.53105 s21

ksyn51.1531023 s21

Effective ‘‘ratchet’’ drag
coefficient

;1.07 pN nm s

aFrom Panke and Rumberg, Ref. 24.
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the
3120° stepwise rotation is accomplished with the hydroly
of ATP molecules.18,19,21 Therefore we have, on averag
DU(u)5RDGhydDt, which leads to

K ]U~u!

]u L 5
hRDGhyd

v̄
. ~9!

Here we introduceh as the chemomechanical coefficien
which indicates the efficiency of the F1-ATPase motor in
converting ATP hydrolysis energy into rotary torque. T
perfect motor would possessh of 100%. For a practical mo
lecular motor,h is less than 100% due to the fact that t
motor is not a steady chemomechanical equilibrium sys
and it will have some energy dissipation, such as heat d
pation. As discussed previously,R is the overall ATP hy-
drolysis rate of F1-ATPase@see Eqs.~5! and~6!#. In Eq. ~9!,
the chemical energy released from ATP hydrolysis reacti
is,31

DGhyd5Go1kBT ln
@ADP#@Pi#

@ATP#
, ~10!

with Go'250.74 pN nm for the free energy released fro
the hydrolysis of a single ATP molecule atpH57 at 25 °C.

Equation~9! actually reveals the energy transduction n
ture in the F1-ATPase motor, which indicates how the e
zyme kinetic entities are exerted into mechanical torqu
Together, Eqs.~7!–~9! provide a full description of the ch
emomechanical properties of the F1-ATPase motor.

D. When F1-ATPase drives an actin filament

F1-ATPase has been developed as a unique nanomac
to drive a load, most successfully to drive an actin filame
with an exceptionally high thermodynam
coefficient.14,18–21To validate the model developed throug
Secs. II A to II C, we now consider the case of a rotati
F1-ATPase motor driving an actin filament. For the sake
simplicity, we coarse-grain the mechanical difference wh
the motor switches between various chemical states du
rotation ~in particular when ATP, ADP molecules bind o
unbind to the motor!, and assume F1-ATPase is a steady
motor and there is no external torque. The actual inertia t
of the load, such as an actin filament, can be omitted as
much smaller than the drag torque. Therefore using Eqs~9!
and ~8! in conjunction with the average of Eq.~7!, we have
 2010 to 136.186.72.210. Redistribution subject to AI
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v̄'
1

~z1z r !
F K ]U~u!

]u L 1 t̄BG , ~11!

where the time-averaged Brownian torque,t̄B , can be de-
rived fromA^t̄B

2&'A2kBTz/3Dt with Dt the perturbing time
of the Brownian fluctuation.33 z r is the fitting parameter.
Physically it is the effective ‘‘ratchet’’ drag exerted by th
a3b3gd« subunits, which we introduced in Eq.~8! and will
discuss later. In the case of F1-ATPase driving a load of an
actin filament, the drag coefficient may be expressed as34

z5
4p

3
zol 3Y F ln

l

2r
20.447G . ~12!

Here,zo;131023 N m22 s is the viscosity of the media,l
andr (;5 nm) are the length and the radius of the filame
respectively.18–20

Substituting Eqs.~5!, ~9!, ~10!, and ~12! into Eq. ~11!
allows us to determine the chemomechanical properties
the F1-ATPase molecular motor when it drives an actin fil
ment. For example, the rotational rate of the F1 motor as a
function of nucleotide concentrations and actin length can
determined.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Overall hydrolysis reaction rate

From Eqs.~4! and~5!, we determine the overall hydroly
sis reaction rate of F1-ATPase at certain given kinetic cond
tions, e.g., the concentrations of binding nucleotides A
ADP or Pi. The rate constants of association/dissociation
the reaction rate constants of hydrolysis/synthesis can be
tained by conventional enzyme kinetics experiments. Ho
ever, it should be noted these rate constants are far f
being consistent and they change from experiment to exp
ment for different F1Fo-ATPase enzymes.

Table I gives a full set of rate constants of chloropla
F1Fo-ATPase enzyme measured by Pankeet al.24 Assuming
the rate constants of F1-ATPase from Table I, Fig. 3 show
an overall hydrolysis reaction rate changing versus@ATP#
without inhibition of ADP or Pi. The calculation~solid line in
Fig. 3! is compared with experimental data of theBacillus
PS3F1-ATPase motor19,20 ~diamonds in Fig. 3!. The overall
agreement between calculation and experiment is reason
The difference can be partly attributed to the fact that
motor experiments used different enzyme proteins~Bacillus
PS3! from our computation~chloroplasts!, as the complete
enzyme kinetic data ofBacillus PS3is not currently avail-
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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able. The slower rate for lower@ATP# is due to the lower
turnover of ATP binding and hydrolysis. With higher@ATP#,
the steady-state overall hydrolysis reaction rate,R, of
F1-ATPase increases rapidly and becomes saturated
ATP above;300 s21 ~for comparison,R at saturation will
be only about 10 s21 if taking the set of rate constants o
Crosset al.35 which measured a unisite hydrolysis of mit
chondria F1-ATPase). Fitting our theoretical results with th
Michaelis–Menten equation,R5Rmax@ATP#/(Km1@ATP#),
we determined the Michaelis constant to beKm;181mM
for chloroplasts F1Fo-ATPase. This theoreticalKm value is
comparable to the experimental value36 of mitochondrial
F1-ATPase (Km;130mM) but is larger than the experimen
tal value19,20 of Bacillus PS3F1-ATPase (Km;15mM). We
also found that the overall hydrolysis reaction rateR could
approach zero when choosing certain sets of values of@ATP#,
@ADP#, @Pi# and rate constants. In those cases, F1-ATPase no
longer undergoes hydrolysis.

We developed our kinetics model on the basis of Boye
bisite catalysis mechanism, with three~ab! sites involved in
a cooperative manner. However, the binding change con
and catalytic cooperativity are still unclear. Nakamo
et al.37 reviewed the catalysis of F1Fo-ATPase and found tha
biochemically it can undergo both unisite catalysis and m
tisite catalysis. When@ATP# is in substoichiometric quantity
it binds to the first site with very high affinity. As this ATP i
hydrolyzed to ADP1Pi, the products are released slow
~with the rate constantk,1023 s21). Instead, reversible
hydrolysis/synthesis occurs with an equilibrium const
close to 1, which leads to unisite catalysis. Multisite cataly
occurs when@ATP# is high enough to bind to the next site
The positive cooperative interactions between the bind
sites is manifest by lower affinity binding, which promot
the competitive chase of ATP and ADP1Pi bound in the first
site.37 Senioret al.38–40also investigated the catalysis of is
lated F1-ATPase ofE. Coli. The catalysis-related rotation o
thegd« subunits relative to threeab subunits of the isolated
F1 takes place as in F1Fo, and identical conformation
changes ofg and« occurred in F1 and in F1Fo. At low ATP

FIG. 3. Overall hydrolysis reaction rate of F1-ATPase vs ATP concentration
@ATP#. The diamonds refer to experimental data from Yasudaet al. ~Refs.
19 and 20!.
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concentration (,1 mM), when primarily the high affinity
site was occupied, the ratio of enzyme-bound ADP to A
was about 0.5~which reflects the reaction equilibrium con
stant in unisite catalysis!. At high ATP concentration
@@1 mM, e.g., in the range of~100mM–mM!#, it is a trisite
hydrolysis mechanism and all three catalysis sites are o
pied and filled with ATP or ADP, and the probability of a
empty site is rare.

In F1-ATPase, the effect of the binding sites of eith
unisite, bisite or trisite occupation on the hydrolysis react
is not fully understood. This certainly affects the configur
tion of our model. As discussed elsewhere,17,40 there is still
disagreement about the binding change mechanism and p
ways of hydrolysis reactions. The disagreement will hop
fully be resolved when more comprehensive experimen
measurements are made. In our present work, we follow
bisite hydrolysis model and simply take the rate constants
fixed.

B. The rotary motion under kinetic and loading
conditions

By substitution of Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and ~12! into Eq. ~11!,
we could determine the chemomechanical properties of
F1-ATPase molecular motor when it drives an actin filame
The dependence of rotation rate upon the length of load
actin is plotted in Fig. 4~solid lines!. The rotation rate is in
the units of radians per second (rad s21). In order to com-
pare with experiments,18–21 we used@ATP#, @ADP#, and@Pi#
of 2 mM, 10 mM, and 10 mM, respectively. The crosses
Fig. 4 are from experimental measurements,19 and the two
solid lines indicate that the F1-ATPase motor works at ch
emomechanic coefficients within the range 16.5%<h
<45.2%. The effective ‘‘ratchet’’ drag coefficient, which i
1.07 pN nm s in this case, is calculated to ensure the r
tional rates’ convergence at zero length and to comprise

FIG. 4. The rotational rate of F1-ATPase as it drives an actin filament~inset
diagram shows such a scenario!. The crosses are from experimental me
surements,~Ref. 19! and the two solid lines indicate that F1-ATPase works
at different chemomechanic coefficients with an effective ‘‘ratchet’’ dr
coefficient of 1.07 pN nm s.@ATP#, @ADP#, and @Pi# are set as 2 mM, 10
mM, and 10 mM, respectively.
P license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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top and bottom range of scattered experimental data. T
value is found to be close to the drag coefficient of driving
1-mm actin filament at one end.

Yasudaet al.16,18–20 claimed that the F1-ATPase-actin
motor system would have a thermodynamic coefficient
about 100%. Soong et al.21 also report that a
F1-ATPase-nanopropeller system may have a thermo
namic coefficient of;80%. However, as seen in Fig. 4, th
fit of our model to the experimental data indicates that t
may not be the case. The experimental data are widely s
tered, and our theoretical rotational rates show that the m
system works with chemomechanic coefficients in the ra
of h516.5% toh545.2%. Even considering the possibili
of inhibitions of ADP or Pi, given the overall hydrolysi
reaction rate as shown in Fig. 3~both experimentally and
theoretically!, we could not reproduce the rotational ra
~shown as the crosses in Fig. 4! with a coefficient of 100% or
80%. However, as recently proposed by Wang and Oste41

the thermodynamic energy conversion efficiency and the
emomechanical energy transduction efficiency for molecu
motors may need clarification. In addition, the extent
which the temperature variation and particularly the cons
Brownian fluctuations contribute to the motions of the mo
system is unknown either at molecular or micro scales.

To avoid the above difficulty, and for the purpose
understanding the mechanism, we now assume a 100%
emomechanical coefficient for the ideal F1-ATPase motor

FIG. 5. The rotational rate of F1-ATPase vs ATP concentration and th
length of actin filament. The rate is in units of radians per second.@ADP#
and @Pi# are set to 10mM and 0.1 mM, respectively.
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system. Using the rate constants of F1-ATPase given in Table
I, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6~a! show the rotational rates of an ide
F1-ATPase motor~without external perturbations! against the
length of actin filament at different ATP concentration, whe
@ADP# and @Pi# are set to meet physiological experimen
conditions.18–20 The slower rate of rotation is expected fo
longer actin filaments due to higher friction at fixed@ATP#.
Figure 3 indicates that the saturation rate of ATP hydroly
reaction in the absence of load can reach about 300 s21. This
implies that the maximal rotational rate of a load-free a
inhibition-free motor could be about 600 rad s21. Our simu-
lations show that the saturation rotation rate of F1-ATPase,
without actin load but with ADP and Pi inhibitions, will be
about 180 rad s21. It becomes about 150 rad s21 with actin
length of 1mm or about 30 rad s21 with actin of 4mm with
@ATP# saturation. In this case, the torque exerted by
F1-ATPase motor on an actin filament of 1mm is calculated
to be about;150 pN nm. The chemomechanical properti
~the rotation-actin length profiles! depicted here are both
qualitatively and quantitatively consistent with experimen
observation.18–20

C. The ‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism and Brownian
fluctuation

A ratchet, in biophysics, is a mechanism that can util
random thermal fluctuations to generate a unidirectio
drive in cellular processes. In the F1-ATPase motor, constan
Brownian motion of protein chains, as well as the load~such
as an actin filament!, will affect its enzymatic reactions an
conformal dynamics, and therefore induce a mechanical c
tribution to the force of the whole system. Brownian fluctu
tion may play significant roles at very short time interva
and highly localized spaces, in particular within the noneq
librium areas where the ATP hydrolysis reaction occurs a
there is strong interaction between the binding molecules
surrounding protein. In molecular motors, such Browni
motion is no longer simply the universal random walk b
rather a biased motion—the so-called ‘‘ratchet’’ Brownia
motion.23,33,42–44The Brownian force from such a ‘‘ratchet
mechanism will produce a kind of driving diffusion on actin
domains of the motor proteins and make them move un
rectionally at large time and space scales. For the F1-ATPase
molecular motor, it has been argued28 that torque applied to
the central shaft rotates its convex surface toward the
f
t

-

FIG. 6. The rotational rate of
F1-ATPase vs the length of the actin
filament when the average effect o
external Brownian fluctuation is no
considered~a! or considered~b!. Ar-
rows indicate different ATP concentra
tions ~@ADP# and @Pi# are set consis-
tently as 10mM and 0.1 mM!.
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filled with ATP and pushes the lower level of the respectiveb
subunit outwards. This conformational change opens
ATP-binding site to expel the newly synthesized but firm
bound ATP into the bulk and is the major energy-requiri
step of ATP synthesis.17,28 It was initially believed that a
‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism exists at the central ‘‘shaft’’~gd«! sub-
units when rotating against surrounding subdomain prote
It has now been demonstrated experimentally45 that the large
conformational changes of subunitsg«, in particular«, do
provide a ‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism to regulate the unidirection
rotation of F1Fo-ATPase.

In the F1-ATPase motor, Brownian fluctuations are
rapid that they can be considered to be approximately
equilibrium on the time scale of measurement. Neverthel
it remains unknown what the effect of Brownian motion
on the catalysis reactions, or how the fluctuation of load
molecules is transduced interactively to the fluctuation of
acting subdomains. It is known that the F1-ATPase motor
may have a force term generated by the ‘‘ratchet’’ Brown
fluctuation.23 In this work, we introduce an effective dra
constant,z r , to account for the ‘‘ratchet’’ force harnessed b
the motor itself from constant Brownian fluctuations. O
approach is to split the Brownian contribution into two par
one is the effective drag force atg« subunits where the
‘‘ratchet’’ mechanism takes place, and the remaining con
bution is a disturbing term at the load. In Eqs.~8! and ~11!,
the parameterz r accounts for the former component andt̄B

refers to the Brownian term from the loading actin filame
and external perturbation. This treatment is justified as
attribute the internal Brownian fluctuation into the fitting p
rameter ofz r without knowing the exact potential landsca
@i.e., U(u)] in F1-ATPase. This process thus averages
stochastic nature of internal fluctuations and accumulates
overall force from Brownian motions at the motor protein

Our model shows that the value ofz r is fit at about 1.07
pN nm s. This value is close to the drag coefficient of drivi
a 1-mm actin filament at one end. It is of interest to note th
Wang and Oster’s simulations23 with the stochastic Smolu
chowski equations were applied with a diffusion constant,D,
of 4.0 rad2 s21, which also corresponds to the diffusion co
stant of a 1-mm actin filament rotating around one end. F
t̄B in Eq. ~11!, we assume that the Brownian average from
loading actin filament~as a part of the motor system! is zero,
and the external perturbation can be calculated viaA^t̄B

2&
5A2kBTz/3Dt.33 Dt is the perturbing time of the externa
disruptions. For stand-alone F1-ATP synthase, the enzym
carries out rapid and uniaxial Brownian rotation with a ro
tional relaxation time about tens of milliseconds~ms!.12,13

When F1-ATPase drives an actin filament,Dt is mainly in-
duced from passive imaging snapping and is in the ra
from ;1 ms to;1 s.14,18–21We used a value of 10 ms fo
our simulation, which is also a typical period of rotation of
load-free F1-ATPase motor.19 Figure 6 shows the rotation
rate versus the length of actin filament without@Fig. 6~a!# or
with @Fig. 6~b!# the Brownian contribution of external pe
turbations. The Brownian fluctuations do slightly affect t
overall chemomechanic behavior, especially when the loa
close to zero. The small bumps in Fig. 6~b! imply that exter-
nal perturbations may speed up the rotation of the syste
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully built a model describing the c
emomechanics in the F1-ATPase molecular motor. Based o
enzyme kinetics and rotary Langevin dynamics, a link is
tablished between molecular-scale chemical hydrolysis re
tions and microscale mechanical motion of the F1-ATPase
motor. In a computational approach of such a link, we re
late the energy transduction and stepwise rotation by a se
of near-equilibrium reactions when nucleotides bind or u
bind. For the case of the F1-ATPase motor driving an actin
filament, our theoretical load-rotation profile reproduces
experimental results with reasonable accuracy. The kine
and chemomechanics described here will hopefully lead
more fundamental understanding of ATP-fueled motor p
teins.
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